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MATTERS UNDER RULE 377

( i )  Malpractices in Coal Industry
SHRI MUKUNDA MANDAL (Ma

thura pur); Sir, I wish to raise the 
following matter of public importance 
under rule 377.

13.10 hrs.
[Shri N. K. Shejwalkar in the 

Chair]
A sorry state of affairs is prevail

ing in the coal industry even after 
it has been taken over by the Gov
ernment. There appears to be no 
change in the affairs of the coal in
dustry except, of course, the fact that 
before nationalisation fche mine owners 
were exploiting the coal workers and 
the general consumers and that after 
nationalisation Government-appointed 
personnel are doing the same job in 
collusion with foreign agents.

The most disturbing factor to be 
taken note of is the enormous rise in 
the price of coal registered during the 
past 9 to 10 years. Besides the rise 
in the price of coal, the quality of 
coal which is being supplied to the 
general consumers, small traders and 
agents is worse. After the classifica
tion policy on coal was given up, third 
grade coal is being supplied to the 
consumers at the same cost as was 
being charged for high grade coal.

Another disturbing feature is that 
small traders and agentg are finding it 
extremely difficult to obtain coal al
though they possess the requisite per
mit. As a result, they have to neces
sarily fall into the vicious trap of the 
middlemen, brokers, agents, black- 
marketeers etc. Without the help of 
these unscrupulous elements one can
not hope to get supply of coal.

Another fact which is to be noted 
here is that Government has given 
agencies to those who were mine 
owners before nationalisation. Thus, 
we see that old wine has been put in 
a new bottle. Nothing has changed, 
rather, things have worsened since
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nationalisation. This is said not to 
discredit the policy of nationalisation,., 
but to point out h6w nationalisation 
has become a mockery before the 
people, in fact, one is witnessing, 
more accidents in mines ^fter natio
nalisation.

Seeing all this, one is left, with no 
alternative except to conclude that 
there is an organised conspiracy on 
the part of the former coal mine 
owners, bureaucrats and vested inte
rests in collusion with foreign agen
cies to make out a theory that na
tionalisation means Joss of production.

In order to defeat this conspiracy, 
Government must take the following 
steps to improve the situation in the 
coal industry:

(1) ResponsibiHy of coal distribu
tion should be taken over by the 
Government directly instead of de
pending on agents.

(2) The distribution should be 
done under the supervision of a 
Distributing Officer.

(3) Interest of the general consu
mers should be given high priority.

(4) Stern steps should be taken 
to punish those who are responsible 
for adulteration and other mal
practices in the distribution system.

(5) Coal is an essential commo
dity especially to those living ia 
small towns and villages wl re elec
tricity and fuel gas are m-exis- 
tent. Hence it should be subsi
dised rates.

(ii) R eported closure of Brick K ilns 
in  Uttar Pradesh due to shortage 
of Coal.
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(iii) Reported  Public  Resentment 

against Octroi levy at Notghat 

Bridge on Betwa River.
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(iv) Reported detention of 104 Dm 
Deluxe at Bihiya Station (Eas
tern Railway) on 21-4-79.

SHRI A. K. ROY (Dhanbad):  I
would like to draw the attention of 
the House to the following matter of 
urgent public  importance  under 
Rule 377.

I have got a horrible  experience 
of tt*jn journey by 104 DN Deluxe

ota 21-4-79 whicn 1 could know by 
inquiry, an aknost qommoni pheno
menon in the main line of Eastern 
Railway.  Between Buxar to Dana- 
pur, to give passage to  this super 
fast train, the local passenger train 
is delated at Bihiya Station, which 
seems to be the root cause of dis
turbance in that line. On 21-4-79, at 
6 AJC, pâ Mmger train was detained 
fit Bihiya Station to give clearance 
to the peluxet which  enraged the
local passengers who  stopped this
train also by puling the signal. Then 
nearly all passengers of the  local 
train rushed into the  Deluxe. the
glass panes were broken, the  air-
conditioned  compartments  were 
seized and the vaccum pipes  were 
cut. Some, people forcibly  entered 
into the Dining Car and took away 
all the food prepared for the  long 
distance passengers. After a lot  of 
detention, the train had to start then 
as a passenger train with interme
diate stoppages between two stations 
due to extra chain pulling. In  this 
way, the train went upto  Mokama 
Junction  via Pat’.ia and  became 6 
hours late.

.Inconvenience caused to the pas
sengers were extreme. Food was ex
hausted,  air-oonditioner  failed, 
water  was  also  not  available. 
Comments of the passengers  were 
bitter. All programmes, were upset. 
With me was traveling one Member 
of the Upper House of U.P. He lost 
his connecting train at Howrah.

From Buxar to Mokama the dis
tance is hardly 200 kms. But jft took 
ten hours for the Deluxe  train to 
pass. Ah ironey to the episode  is 
that tibe Conductor Guard charged one 
passenger, a military officer,  who 
lost all connecting train nt Howrah 
for the late runing of  the  train, 
extra fare chargeable for super fast 
train.

The whole thing  is distressing 
and shameful especially when it is - 
happening for some time nearly re
gularly. It appears that local passen- .


